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The music industry has gone through some major changes in the last few years. Fame does not nec-
essarily mean fortune and getting a record deal does not guarantee that album sales will follow. 
For musicians to be able to survive it means more than just putting out a CD and hoping it will sell.  
For most of us it means finding other ways to pay the bills.

In the following pages I will be sharing 24 music related ways you can make extra money to buy that 
next instrument, fund a recording project or just pay for the next tank of fuel for your van.

If I recommend software or a service it is simply because it has worked for me and not so I will get a 
commission. In fact there are no products that make me a commission mentioned in this book.

Many of these methods are ones I have used (and still use) while others have been passed on to me 
by fellow musicians or I have observed them working in real life. There are some popular favorites 
and ideas you may not have thought of before. They all have been chosen because they are work-
able depending on where you are at.

I have deliberately not included things like music competitions where you have to pay an entry fee, 
not because you can't make money that way, but because it's harder to win income through chance 
than it is to work for it.

INTRODUCTION
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As a disclaimer I don’t guarantee that all methods will work for every single person every time since I 
cannot control things such as skill level, location and your audience or customers etc.

What I can do however, is give you the information to get you started in the right direction so you can 
start thinking creatively and hopefully develop and put some of these plans into action. 
I want to take this opportunity to wish you all the very best in your music creation and trust you will 
find this resource valuable and let others know where they can purchase a copy for themselves.

So with that said.

Let’s get started....
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1. Busking (Street performing).
Would you like a steady flow of listeners ready to throw you money? This is probably the musician's 
dream next to fame and a record deal.

Busking can be competitive, crazy, fun and challenging.

Fortunately it is still very possible to still make money this way.

In my city there are a number of locations where talented people are permitted to perform including 
the outdoor city square, the local markets and various other spots. In fact having these buskers 
around is not only entertaining - it’s good for business since entertained shoppers stay longer (and 
presumably spend more) and many have a few loose coins they are happy to pass on to support 
great entertainment.

24 WORKABLE WAYS TO MAKE MONEY WITH YOUR 
MUSIC KNOW-HOW.
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My personal experience with busking is that it does work (I have done some in a small group  and so 
has my Dad during a time he was unable to find some work) and some musicians I have met have, 
and continue to live on the proceeds.

To make it work well though, there are a few things you need to get together.

Firstly find out your local council regulations. Many will be happy to allow you to perform in desig-
nated areas and may require you to obtain a licence from them which you may have to purchase.

Also make sure you abide by their rules - your material needs to be non offensive and your sound sys-
tem with backing track - if you are using one should be at an acceptable volume. Others may require 
you to go acoustic.

They may require you to move to a different spot every half hour so keep your rig portable and power 
independent.

Put out a guitar case or something similar that cannot be easily grabbed and if you have CDs then do 
include them for sale with a price that is easy to see so people don’t have to ask you and break your 
performance. You might want to put together some low cost bundles or similar that are attractive that 
people can purchase for a few bucks.

Another good idea is to put up some well written bio about yourself and the music with some cards 
as this is also a great way to promote your talents and land a gig (see my story later in the next chap-
ter).

Choose your performance times carefully.

For me the best times to play were from around 10am through to the afternoon since this was be-
tween the worker rush when everyone was just opening up stores or traveling to work and the mad 
scramble to go home. Weekends are always a great time to get out there since the majority will be 
there to shop rather than work and will have more time to listen.

I also found school holidays to be a great opportunity - break out into some cool kid songs or nursery 
rhymes and you will have some happy mothers who may thank you with some lose change for enter-
taining their children while they are wrestling shopping bags.

If you are able to - choose areas where people have room to sit or gather. A corner hidden away 
won’t do you any favors so forget the quiet location and place yourself where you can be seen.

Tip: If you are unable to use amplification of any kind, place yourself in front of a building, monument 
etc that will reflect some of your sound out to the people walking by as this will carry your music fur-
ther.
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Do make sure your performance is the best it can possibly be and build rapport with your “crowd”  - 
smile and use eye contact to involve your audience. Got a short quip? Throw it in if it’s your style. 
Read the audience and add in a song for mom and pop or the parent with the child who would love 
to hear “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star”.

If you are working as a small group it could be very helpful to get a member of the band to pass 
around the hat and also promote your CD and hand out business cards. At the very least this should 
help to pick up a few extra dollars before the listeners move on.

Professional street performers are not backwards in asking for financial appreciation (it's their liveli-
hood). They use audience participation and fun to involve the listeners.

Build up your collection of songs. Create some fun original ditties and toe tapper's.

Traditional songs also can be popular. If you are in a tourist location why not sing or play some na-
tional music?

Hone your craft and get out there.

For more information on busking:

http://blogs.wsj.com/speakeasy/2011/01/11/ten-rules-for-street-musicians/

http://diymusician.cdbaby.com/2013/02/busking-tips-from-june-caravel-of-busking-in-australia/

http://www.streetmusician.co.uk/buskingearnings/

2. Weddings, parties, anything.
I discovered this purely by accident doing busking. My friends and I were performing on the street 
one saturday when a guy came up to us and said he was getting married and would we like to play 
for his event. He offered some cash and the end result was a small backyard wedding gig and some 
dollars for us.

This is why it's important to get out there. There is always the possibility you may pick up a gigging 
opportunity and that gig may be at a venue or occasion different from the norm.
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Don't limit your exposure to street performing though.

There are many venues where you can get an appreciative audience outside the traditional club 
scene.

Consider places such as Aged care centres and make contact with management. Of course if you 
are a death metal band you might want to check your song list first! A good idea might be to ap-
proach the centre in person and provide a recorded sample of what you hope to play and then negoti-
ate a price.

Make use of local noticeboards and social media to offer music for other small events such as birth-
day parties and small business end of year parties. (In this case you may also be able to arrange a 
service swap as alternative to receiving cash directly - for example perform at a printing company in 
exchange for having cards or flyers or your CD artwork done).

3. Make use of your recording gear - go mobile or hire.
If you have been recording and producing your own material at home, then it is probably likely you 
have more than enough recording gear to help other people put together their own demo or audio ar-
chive.

There are people out there who would love to record their own music, but may not have the time or 
big dollars to book a big studio just to record vocals and guitar or a child's recital during piano les-
sons at home. Your solution? Offer a mobile recording service for your customers at an affordable 
price and go and find your customers.

Don't limit yourself to just recording music though. Special events, speeches can all be recorded for 
memories. Why not even include video recording in your service?

In the case of recording basic demos all you need are a couple of decent mics, audio interface and a 
laptop with a couple of headphones and you are good to go.

If you have a mixer and can hook up a 5 piece band then even better.

You can advertise online, local noticeboards in the universities and schools and make contact with 
music teachers who may want to offer the service to their students.

I have worked direct with my customers, but you may also want to offer the music teachers a percent-
age as an incentive so they will be making something out of it and their circle of student customers 
are likely to tell others.
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